
Instructions

On a blank piece of paper, draw a 
picture of a…

Pig
Do your best. The pig can be as 

detailed as you’d like. You cannot ask 
any questions or see any examples 
before you draw. You will have 3 ½ 
minutes to complete your drawing. 
These are your only instructions. 

Once you are finished with your 
picture, answer the questions on 

the following page.
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pig personality test
Where is your pig on the page? top       middle       bottom

Which direction is your pig’s 
body facing?

Other than the normal details (body, 
legs, head, eyes, ears, tail) how many 
EXTRA details does your pig have? 

less than 5         more than 5

How many legs does your pig have? all four        less than four

How big are the ears on your pig? large        small        none

How long and curly is your 
pig’s tail?

long, curly       short, not curly

left        right        forward

Use the answers to these questions to learn about some of your 
possible personality traits! Do you agree with the results of this 
test? What are some other personality traits of yours that were 
not mentioned in this activity?

Discussion:
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What is the size of the pig? large        medium        small

Are the eyes the same size? yes          no



pig personality test
Where is your pig on the page?

TOP: You are positive and optimistic.
MIDDLE: You are a realist who takes on life with logic.
BOTTOM: You are pessimistic and tend to be negative.

Which direction is your pig’s body facing?

Other than the normal details (body, legs, head, eyes, ears, and 
tail) how many EXTRA details does your pig have? 

LESS THAN 5: You may be emotional, naïve, care less for detail, and tend to take risks. 
MORE THAN 5: You are analytical, cautious, and may have trouble trusting people. 

How many legs does your pig have?
ALL FOUR: You are secure, stubborn, and stick to your ideals. 
LESS THAN FOUR: You may be living through a period of  change in your life. 

How big are the ears on your pig?
The LARGER the ears, the better you listen to others. NO EARS mean you don’t listen at all.

How long and curly is your pig’s tail?
The LONGER and CURLIER the tail, the more committed you are to completing your school work.

LEFT: You believe in tradition, are friendly and extroverted, and remember dates. 
RIGHT: You are innovative and creative, active or athletic, you prefer organization and structure, 
but you tend to forget dates.
FORWARD: You are direct and enjoy debate, and you tend to play devil’s advocate.

Are the eyes the same size?
YES: You are well-balanced and motivated. 
NO: You may be unsure about what you want to do in the future. 

What is the size of the pig on your page?
SMALL: You may be shy or insecure, or struggle to be confident in yourself
MEDIUM: You see yourself  as equal with others and demonstrate good respect, honesty, and 
leadership
LARGE: You are secure, stubborn, and stick to your ideals. 
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